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Zegna ( Zegna ) brand introduction:
Zegna Chinese Name: Zegna, full name is: Ermenegildo Zegna. Zegna is Italian, many Zegna fans are often the wrong pronunciation,
poster weave provide the correct pronunciation: ZANE-ya.
Zegna ( Zegna ) is one of the world famous Italy men's clothing brand, the most famous is the tailoring of first-class suit serious and
facetious at the same time, the style that many successful men of Zegna ( Zegna ) are very popular. Zegna ( Zegna ) identification:
simple " Ermenegildo Zegna " is of great city flavor.
Zegna ( Zegna ) brand founder Ermenegildo Zegna ( Ermenegildo Zegna ), opened its first factory in Italy in 1910, the main design,
the production of high quality natural textile. 1966 Ermenegildo Zegna ( Ermenegildo Zegna ) more after the death of the two sons,
take over the family business, the two brothers make concerted efforts, in succession to his father 's behest to create the first-class
quality of the textile fabric at the same time, also introduced the first men's brand: Zegna ( Zegna ).
In 80, Zegna ( Zegna ) family third generation head and take over their career. At the time, Zegna ( Zegna ) has become the
production of high-level gentlemen brand manufacturers, and enjoy a high reputation in the world.
Over the years, Zegna ( Zegna ) brand has been favored by many celebrities, Zegna ( Zegna ) is not the pursuit of novel styles and
flamboyant color, with its flawless, tailoring appropriate, personalized style elegant, simple popular all over the world. Zegna ( Zegna )
brand in addition to suit, has opened up the sweaters, casual wear and underwear men's series.
So far Zegna ( Zegna ) has opened 220 franchise stores in Paris, Milan, Florence, Beijing, Tokyo, Shanghai, Dalian and other world
clothing city, with annual sales of $240000000, accounting for the world 's 30% sales. At the same time it opened in Switzerland,
Spain etc..
Jordan XX8 DAYS Flight 1-7 generations exposure 2013-12-08 22:57:58 With the impending sale of the Air Jordan 28, Jordan
Brand is also the penultimate 28 days began, opened a Jordan XX8 DAYS Flight Events every day exposure of a pair of black
fluorescent green color of the Air Jordan sneakers, a week later, let us look at the first 7 generations of Air Jordan sneakers flesh.
James on foot Nike Air Zoom Generation 2013-12-08 23:34:11
Today, LeBron James, but also on the personal Instagram drying out their shoes, but the shoes of James drying out a little bit special,
and that is as a series of mountains Nike Lebron Nike Air Zoom Generation. LeBron also notes the phrase "Retro time people?", Is
this a hint of this very memorable Generation upcoming engraved? For Lebron series engraved topic, you, What do you think? 
Vans Old Skool "Olympian Blue" new color blue bloom near tours 2015-08-10 13:23:53
As a sign Vans Old Skool series, one of the sought after by the majority of shoe fans, simple design retro shoes has formed its
unique style, and now once again the use of authentic shoes publish new color icing on the cake. The main blue canvas shoe uppers
build, shiny beautiful colors, detail and shoes decorated with white contrast enhanced aesthetic highlight level, and finally with raw
rubber outsole unique, overall clean and generous tide flavor. Currently which is now on sale, like a friend may wish to continue to look
at it. 
Asics Gel Lyte 3 Valentine color exposure 2013-12-08 23:29:28
Yesterday, as we exposed a Valentine's Day version of Asics Gel Saga 2, today, and a limited version of Asics is Valentine's Day
next year to prepare the exposure on the network. The Asics Gel Lyte 3 Valentine's Day version of the former, as the heel is also
loaded with a rose embossed pattern, in order to highlight the Valentine's Day theme.
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24 KilatesxReebok Pump 25 commercial information 2014-09-04 11:07:57
Accompanied by 25 occasion of the birth anniversary of Reebok Pump, Reebok again with many famous designer shops and
launched a series of joint planning, the front of this double is Reebok and tide shop from Barcelona, ??Spain, 24 Kilates together to
build the Reebok Pump 25. The choice of white leather shoes with light gray suede love, black and orange to make details of the
modification, shoes, embroidered with 24 Kilates the outside of Logo, learned that this shoe is expected to be commercially
available in designated shops on September 6. 
Liberty x Nike Air Force 1 Downtown joint family enjoy 2013-12-08 23:09:41
London Material Manufacturer Liberty has worked with a number of footwear brands, the Liberty together again Nike Sportswear,
launched this Liberty x Nike Air Force 1 Downtown joint series. The series includes three pairs of different color of Air Force 1
Downtown, Liberty once again resorted to the printing of its signature design with translucent crystal outsole, very beautiful. It is
reported that the joint series will be available from April 13 on. 
Payton personally nets drying Nike Zoom Flight '98 The Glove PE 2013-12-08 23:27:24
at the end of this year, the classic black and white Nike Zoom Flight '98 The Glove upcoming engraved back, Gary Payton as one
glove career most representative shoes, this shoe in a lot of shoe fans Friends heart has a high status. This time, Payton personally
online drying out a pair of Nike Zoom Flight '98 The Glove PE, PE version of this upper medial Payton initials embroidered with the
words of GP.
ALL STAR 
converse is a classic? Must not more than a waste of breath in it, if you have time now to flip the shoe, maybe we can see its shadow,
vamp has yellow, dirty looks, but think, this is to wear all star where the fun! 
< p > and I slide the mouse, inadvertently saw the launch of converse and Mita sneakers New All Star Hi, at first glance, at first felt no
too big change, just on the surface of selected camouflage element, if viewed from the perspective of mixing and still wild!! However
carefully to understand, just know shoes there is within the universe, lining selected Thinsulate company production of cold proof
material, and the shoe side is also equipped with a waterproof zipper, seemingly simple canvas shoes, but also good functional, a bit
mean. 
as for pricing? Official offer 10000 yen, but also count the value of money, like a friend may wish to pay more attention to it! 
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